"Staying green" info graphic

This info graphic illustrates the statistics reflecting the IUPUI commercial food waste cycle.

The headline of the graphic is "Staying Geen." To the left of the headline is the recycling logo, with three arrows. The headline and the logo are both green.

Below the headline is a subhead that reads, "In Fall 2016, Butler and IUPUI co-applied for a $50,000 grant for a commercial food waste pickup route, which is used to build the program and cover cost of green bins and new dumpsters at the Campus Center."

Separating the subhead from the next part of the graphic is a green, horizontal bar. On the bar is the phrase, "How it works," along with a recycling icon. The text and icon are in white.

Below the green bar is a graph that shares information about the commercial food waste cycle. Three arrows atop three leaves with text explanations symbolize the cycle. The text reads:

- PICK UP: Ray's Trash Service picks up the commercial food waste, which is dumped at GreenCycle.
- TRANSFORM: The waste is eventually made into soil and mulch.
- REUSE: The soil and mulch are brought back to IUPUI for its campus gardens.

Separating the graph from the next part of the graphic is a green, horizontal bar. On the bar is the phrase, "Facts," along with a recycling icon. The text and icon are in white.

Below the green bar are three facts:

- The Campus Center composts three 32-gallon bags of coffee grounds a day.  
  - This is illustrated by a coffee cup icon.
- The Campus Center food waste dumpster gets 3/4 full every week, which equals 1.5-2 tons of food waste monthly.  
  - This is illustrated by a trash can icon.
- Tower Dining's food waste is collected twice a week from three 32-gallon toters, which are usually full.  
  - This is illustrated by an icon depicting a man throwing trash into a trash can.

The IUPUI logo, with the IU trident, is in the lower-right corner.